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Why publish

 Contribute to the advancement of science
 Satisfy grant requirements
 Help your lab get funding

Get Funding

 Build your career
Disseminate Results
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Do Research
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When do I have enough data to publish?
 No simple answer, a call based on experience
 Best guide: Look at published papers in your own discipline
 At a minimum
•
•
•

Your results should be reproducible
You have a story to tell
It should represent a real contribution to the current state-of-the-art

 Publish now or hold on until you do one more experiment?
 Will I get scooped?
 How much time you still have in the group?
•
•

Include time for reviewing process – longer if you go to high impact journals
Getting papers before you write your thesis helps write your thesis

 Should you publish or patent?
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Where to publish
 Books
•
•

Monographs usually reserved for social sciences (except textbooks)
Chapters in edited books usually have “review” character

 Peer-reviewed journals
•
•
•

The most common form of publication in physical/life sciences, engineering
A great deal of journals to chose from
There is a perceived sense of “rank” among journals
─ Mostly based on Impact Factor (IF)

 Conference proceedings
•
•
•

Highly valued in some communities, not at all valued in others
Can be used to establish a quick “first”
Many proceedings not widely available, not on citation databases
─ Your work might be buried
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Journals
 Society vs. for-profit publishers
• AAAS, ACS, MRS, RSC, Wiley, Springer, Elsevier,…

 Content type
• Full articles
• Communications
• Reviews, perspectives, … (usually by invitation)

 Online-only publications
• Relatively new trend
• Includes prestigious journals (Science Advances, Nature Comm.)
• Also includes predatory publications

 The open access model
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Selecting the appropriate journal 1/2
 You can only submit to one journal at a time
 No simple answer, a call based on experience
•

Failure to select appropriate journal can lead to delays (or even getting scooped)
or “underselling” of your work

 Communication or full article?
•
•

Communication requires justification of “urgency”
Usually higher impact than equivalent full paper journal
─ e.g. App. Phys. Lett. (IF 3.5) vs. J. Appl. Phys. (IF 2.3)

 Importance/impact of the work
•

Specialized journals: Contributions within a specialized community, no immediate
relevance/impact beyond this community (this represents the bulk of the work of
a research group)
─ e.g.: “Study of functional viability of SU-8-based microneedles for neural applications”,
Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering

•

Journals with broader scope: Interdisciplinary contributions, breakthroughs,
paradigm-changing results.
─ e.g.: “Epidermal electronics”, Science
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Selecting the appropriate journal 2/2
 Scope of the journal
•
•

Physics, Chemistry, Materials Science, …
Fundamental vs. applied work
─ Phys. Rev. Lett. vs. Appl. Phys. Lett.

•

Interdisciplinary work

 Editor, editorial board
•
•

Do you know these people?
Can meet them at conferences

 Review past publications
•
•

Do you often read articles in that journal?
Look at your list of reference. Which journal do you cite most often?

 Past experience in the group
•
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You can build your reputation with a journal

Examples
 Science (IF 41.0), Nature (IF 43.1)
• Read by physical scientists, engineers, life scientists, social
scientists,…

 Nature Materials (IF 38.9), Advanced Materials (IF 25.8)
• Read by materials scientists, physicists, chemists, …

 Advanced Healthcare Materials (IF 5.8), Journal of Materials
Chemistry B: Materials for Biology and Medicine (IF 4.8)
• Read by subgroup interested in healthcare-related materials
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Predatory publishers
 From wikipedia:
“ In academic publishing, predatory open access publishing describes an
exploitative open-access publishing business model that involves
charging publication fees to authors without providing the editorial and
publishing services associated with legitimate journals (open access or
not). "Beall's List", a regularly-updated report by Jeffrey Beall, sets forth
criteria for categorizing predatory publications and lists publishers and
independent journals that meet those criteria. Newer scholars from
developing countries are especially at risk of becoming the victim of
these practices.”

 Also beware of “fake” conferences
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Beall’s List
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Bogus journals
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Preparing the manuscript – Appl. Phys. Lett. 1/2
Title
Authors
& Affiliations
Abstract

Acknowledgements
Main part

References
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Preparing the manuscript – Appl. Phys. Lett. 2/2
 Introduction
• General intro to the field.
• More specific intro to the subject of the paper, past work.
• Frame question. In this paper we do ***, we find ***, it means ***.

 Experimental
 Results
• In Fig. 1 we see ***, it means ***.
• In Fig. 2 we see ***, it means ***.
• …

 Discussion
• Put results in context, compare, highlight what is new.
• Extrapolate to possible applications, relevance to other fields.

 Conclusions
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Preparing the manuscript – Science Advances
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Title
Authors and their affiliations
Abstract
Introduction
Results
Discussion
Materials and Methods
References
Acknowledgments
Figures and tables
Supplementary Materials

Choosing the title
 As general as possible, while still capturing the essence of your work
•

Two extremes:

─ “A spectroscopic study of the effects of ethylene glycol addition on the optical
properties of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate)”: Too
long, too specific
─ “Influence of additives on the optical properties of conducting polymers”: Too
broad, implies multiple additives, polymers

 Title can communicate conclusion
•

“Ethylene glycol addition in conducting polymer leads to formation of gap
states”

 Avoid the use of acronyms, jargon
 Observe journal guidelines in terms of length
 Search engines look at abstract, keywords. No need to load the title.
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Authorship
 Guidelines exist, different groups have different traditions
•

Nature 458, 1078 (30 April 2009)

 Author roles
•

First author usually the student/postdoc who did the most work.
─ Co-first author when multiple people contributed equally

•

Last author usually the supervisor, also the corresponding author
─ Co-corresponding author common in interdisciplinary work

•
•

Some groups list authors alphabetically
In some communities, supervisor is not last author

 Some journals require statements of author contributions
 Add as co-author or thank in acknowledgments?
•
•
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Colleague who provided data in main figure should be co-author
Colleague who changes pump oil might be acknowledged

NIH guidelines
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Preparing the abstract

Nature 435,114 (2005)
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Main part


Follow structure/template proposed by journal



Before you start writing
•
•



Pay attention to the figures
•
•
•
•
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Formulate “In this paper we do ***, we find ***, it means ***”.
Finalize figures, tables

They should convey the message of your paper
They will be reduced in size
Do you really need color? (often you have to pay)
Be kind to color blind people (avoid red/green, …)



Start writing from the “Results” section, then follow with discussion



Emphasize novelty of your work



Link with/make comparisons to other people’s results in discussion – be honest



Extrapolate, avoiding speculation



Write an introduction that leads to “In this paper we do ***”.

References
 Frequently botched by inexperienced students
 Requires knowledge of literature, history of the field
 Cite the first, the best, a recent review
 Cite relevant work – failure to do so can kill your paper
 Reviewers will probably be selected from your reference list
 Resist temptation to cite all of your own papers – be honest
 Use citation manager – pays over time
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Things to consider
 IMPORTANT: Letter to editor
•
•
•
•

What is the significance of the work?
If you have similar previous work state what is new in this submission
Why should it be published in this journal?
For communications: Justify the need for urgent publication

 ALWAYS suggest reviewers
• Not your former advisors, colleagues, etc. They have conflict of
interest (COI)
• Pick real experts in the field, who will understand the significance of
your work.

 Helps to cite papers published in the journal you are submitting to
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How to submit
 Usually handled by corresponding author
 To state the obvious: All co-authors must have seen manuscript
and agreed to submission
 Create account with journal
 Collect all co-author’s information
 Be ready to answer copyright, conflict-of-interest questions
 Have all files ready in appropriate format
 Allow enough time – this can be frustrating
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Self-archiving
 Self-archiving before publication a tradition in some fields.
 Some publishers also grant permission to archive post-print.
 Check with the journal you plan to submit to.
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What happens next
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The peer review process
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Editorial review

Rejected
without
review

Accepted

Sent to
reviewers

Rejected

Accepted

Revised by
authors

Rejected

The view from the editor’s vista
 Is it a good fit to this journal?
• Scope, format

 Similarity to previously published work
• Anti-plagiarism software used by most journals

 Most important: Importance
• Comparison with other submissions on similar topic

 Do the authors identify first-rate reviewers?
• Check for COI

 Do they cite the obvious people?
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The view from the reviewer’s vista 1/3
PLOS ONE
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The view from the reviewer’s vista 2/3
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The view from the reviewer’s vista 3/3
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Responding to reviewers
 Usually handled by the corresponding author
 You will need to revise the manuscript
•
•

You are not just responding to the reviewer
If the reviewer did not understand it, the readers might not either

 Keep your cool, be objective
•

Reviewer is your colleague – maybe someone you suggested!

 Be courteous yet firm
•
•

Respect the reviewer’s opinion even if you disagree with them
Do not be apologetic (unless you really screwed up)

 Make the editor’s life easier
•
•
•
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Discuss response/changes to manuscript in letter
Highlight changes in manuscript
This can avoid sending your manuscript back to reviewers

Example of a resubmission cover letter
Dear Editor,
We are submitting a revised version of our manuscript “Title”
(manuscript number ****), submitted as a Communication/Full
Article in Journal’s name.
We revised the manuscript to answer all the questions raised by the
reviewers. A point-by-point response and the associated changes
made to the manuscript are given below.
We hope that you will find this revised manuscript suitable for
publication, and look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely yours,
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Example of a reply to the reviewer
Reply to Reviewer 1
1) Is it possible to explain the different response times in Table 1? Is the response time also related to the ion conductivity in
the PEDOT film?
Our reply: Indeed, we agree with the reviewer that the response time should normally be related to the ionic conductivity in
the channel, and hence correlate with the degree of swelling of the conducting polymer film. This trend is not observed here,
which could be explained by the presence of a barrier for ion injection, or by anomalous ion transport behavior in the film.
Our revisions: On page 4, we added the following part: “It should be noted that while device response time should depend on
the ionic conductivity of the channel,27 and hence correlate with the degree of swelling of the conducting polymer film, such
correlation is not observed here (Table 1). This could be explained by the presence of a barrier for ion injection, or by
anomalous ion transport behavior in the film.”
2) How about the stability of the polymer films with the four new dopants?
Our reply: The stability of the films over time, stored in ambient conditions, was not explicitly investigated in this work, but it
has been shown that the sheet resistance of PEDOT:PSTFSIK films does not change significantly over several months (Ref. 18).
After one year, most of films have shown few signs of degradation in terms of electrical characteristics, with an average
decrease in electrical conductivity of 22%.
Our revisions: On page 2, we added: “Thus a family of less acidic conducting polymers was obtained that exhibited excellent
printability, good optoelectronic performance and good stability.18”

 Highlight changes in the manuscript – makes editor’s life easier
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Rejection: Now what?
 Common criticism that leads to rejection
• Suitable for a more specialized journal
• Additional experiments needed
• Failure to cite relevant work

 “Daughter” journals offer streamlined submission process
• Similar format, but more specialized audience
• Editor might suggest automatic transfer
• Do address some/most of the reviewer’s comments

 Appeal – a rather drastic action
• One good reason: Factual errors in the reviewer's report
• Most appeals unsuccessful, lead to time wasted
• You must choose your battles
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Acceptance! Now handle proofs
 Usually handled by corresponding author
 Sent to all co-authors, asking for a prompt reply. Collect and
compile
 Check carefully, especially names, affiliations, equations, captions,
tables, acknowledgments, references
 Decisions to be made
• Cover competition – in some journals covers are for pay
• Ordering reprints
• Paying for open access
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Promoting your publication
 Promotion by journal
•

Be ready to support by providing summary, graphics

 What can you do?
•

Contact your institution and ask to make a press release
─ Suitable for high impact work
─ Be ready to supply graphics
─ Make sure embargo is observed

•
•
•
•
•

Give talks at conferences
Write review articles
Promote your paper through social media
Send to list of contacts
Do not oversell

 Seek advice from your University’s press office if contacted by journalists
 Can I put the paper on my webpage?
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Further reading
 http://www.nature.com/authors/author_resources/how_write.h
tml
 http://www.nature.com/scitable/ebooks/englishcommunication-for-scientists-14053993/writing-scientific-papers14239285
 http://www.scidev.net/global/publishing/practical-guide/howdo-i-write-a-scientific-paper-.html
 G. M. Whitesides, Adv. Mater. 16, 1375 (2004).
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